WWF presentation for screening of “Our Planet, One Planet”

Colman O Criodain, 3 March 2021
HOW BIG IS YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT?

Find out with our environmental footprint calculator.
NATURE POSITIVE BY 2030
FOR PEOPLE AND NATURE

Working to sustain the natural world for the benefit of people and wildlife.
“We are pushing nature to its limit...We’re pushing communities to their limits. We’re stressing the environment. We are creating the conditions in which epidemics flourish...

We are writing cheques that we cannot cash as a civilisation and they’re going to bounce. My fear is that our children are going to pay that price. That someday when we’re not here, our children will wake up in a world where there is a pandemic that has a much higher case fatality rate, and that could bring our civilisation to its very knees.

We need a world that is more sustainable, where profit is not put before communities. Where the slavery to economic growth is taken out of the equation. We need sustainable growth in our communities. We need sustainable livelihoods for our people. And we’re taking huge risks – massive risks – with our future if we don’t manage the planet in which we live. And we’re being extremely irresponsible right now.”
Working to sustain the natural world for the benefit of people and wildlife.
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